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Dragon love burns bright, can she survive the flames?73,114 wordsGraeme made his way to

Serenity for one very specific, hopefully-deadly reason, but a few friendly wolf shifters on the

Serenity Police Department almost made him reconsider his centuries-old death wish. His body,

however, remembers it well, acting upon it when he is unable.Heather Herrin has just received news

that threatens to change everything for her, but when she sees a half-naked beast of a man in a

hospital bed, he takes center stage in her thoughts, giving her some relief. Until he runs hot then

cold so often she almost gives up on him, having no way of knowing he's someone that will make

her entire life make sense.Are Graeme's reasons for turning down what he thought he'd never be

blessed to have enough to keep them apart? Or will Heather manage to break through his walls in

time to save them both?
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I like that there is not a lot of back history going on. This book is really good but it hops from one

couple to another. Though that is irritating it will not not stop me from reading more of Lisa Ladew's

stories.

I enjoyed True Mates2, if not the same or more than the first. Now that I am familiar with the author,

there are no more worries about being cautious, so I just jumped right in. And it was so satisfying.

The True Mate2 is meant for the dragen. While it just so happens that Harriet has special inborn

traits that meet the last dragen left. Great book. Keeps you engaged. You'll want to read as much in

a sitting.

The internal struggles of these two characters, made the final explosion even better. It was a back

and forth game that made you want to see who was on top at the end. Moving on to book 3 with

excitement.

This is a great addition to the One True Mate series, my favorite of Ladew's series to date. It

features Graeme, the millennia year old Dragon shifter who has come from Scotland to help fight

the demon Khaine. Also featured is his promised one, Heather, a fire bug, cremator, glass artisan

and reptile rescuer. It has all the elements of a great fated romance, plus the suspense of a truly evil

foe. I can't wait for book three.

It's really know surprise that Ms. Ladew put out a fantastic second installment to the series. Heather

and Graems' story was AWESOME! The True Mate series is AWESOME! I already have the next

three books, so I'm starting the next book . This is one of my "must read" series, along with the Dark

series by Christine Feehan and the Breed series by Lora Leigh.

Loved the second installment in the One true mate series. While shifters are all hoping to be lucky

and find their true mate Graeme struggle s to keep his at arm's length.Loved Heather a ,woman who

knows what she wants from the beginning. Would have been five stars but you are introduced to

Heather's family at the beginning of the story and what could be a rich story line is dropped and

never given any wrap up.Still a worthy read !

This book was a great read. It had a lot of action and romance. Once I start one of these books I

can't seem to put it down. I really loved all the characters and suspense.



I really do enjoy this series. Graeme and Heather are my favorite so far. Heather was such a strong

character to stick with Graeme even after being rejected time and time again.I highly recommend

this series.Make sure to start with the first one or you will be totally lost, even though they are stand

alones.Steam factor 2 stars.
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